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chart 2 text types 
of WY sources  (based on 306 texts)

Simulation of Hebrew
13th–17th century
– documented in Easter plays (c.f. Frey 1992)

– less authentic Hebrew elements; 
   mostly invented words
– used to illustrate the religious failure 
   of Jewishness in contrast to the concept 
   of Christian salvation 

          

N

Emulation of Yiddish
18th–20th century
– called 
   (Literaturjiddisch) by Richter (1995)
– embeds WY and EY elements in
   New High German
– first used in anti-Semitic literature;
   later adapted by Jewish authors
   as a parodic device for non-assimilated Jews

Imitations of EY
21st century
– new trend oriented on EY
   and so-called Jewish-English
   (a.k.a. Yinglish)
– used and inspired by American 
   prose and motion pictures 

function: Anti-Judaism functions: Anti-Semitism / Jewish parody

fictional Yiddish (fiYi) 

function: parody
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chart 4 diachronic distribution of fiYi sources using similar deviations

– a cluster analysis* of all used phenomena (cf. chart 5)

   displays a systematic use of manipulative methods:
               > Cluster D  represents idiosyncratic vocalic features of WY 
               > Cluster C is only composed of syntactic strategies for   
                   rightward movement      
               > the subcluster of Cluster A & B shows similar types 
                   of phenomena  

            

*formula used for ward-cluster: dij = d({Xi}, {Xj}) = |Xi–Xj| 2

** Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) uses Shepard's Method

– the areal distribution of the sum of all deviations calculated by
   Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)** shows much more deviations  
   in sources from the Southwest (cf. chart 6)

– phonological deviations are mostly 
  used in sources from the Southwest (cf. chart 6a)

– morphological deviations are more frequen
   in the West than in the East (cf. chart 6b)

– syntactic deviations (esp. VO-Structures)  
        are more common in the East (cf. chart 6c)

        

chart 3 Yiddish sequence from 
"The complete MAUS" by Art 
Spiegelmann (2003:258)

Un wenn se alle draf setzen, und der grose schneeweise Schimmel 
werd gegange komme dorchs grause rote Meer zorick, do werdd 
äh des Wätel falle lasse, und de Goye werde alle ronder falle ins 
grose grause rote Meer. –
No, was sogt ehr dozu?   (Goethe "Judenpredigt" 1856)
'And when they all go for broke, and the big snow-white horse 
will come back through the big Red Sea, then the tail will 
fall down, and the non-Jews will fall into the big Red Sea. – 
So, what do you say to that?

Dar umb so nemmend wir dafür  
Brad würst vnnd sure senff,         
ist aller Juden tämpf,                      
gammahü mahü.      
Alla calla malla,
Alla willa wigruirui 
rui pfu pfu! [...]
(Easter Play from Lucerne mid. 15th c.; qtd. in Frey 1992:68)
'for that we take / sausages and sour mustard / that is every jews joy / 
gammahü mahü / Alla calla malla / Alla willa wigruirui / rui pfu pfu! [...]'

Linguistic phenomena

The literary discourse 

The areal distribution 

  – fiYi deviates from New High German at all linguistc levels 
   (lexis, phonology, morphology, syntax) 
  – typical WY forms are used
  – no decline of WY forms until 1900
  – texts from Christians do not differ from those of Jewish authorship
  – the data from the 21st c. differ from 19th c. data: rise of EY elements,
     quantitative loss of deviations 
              – the imitations of Yiddish from the 19th c. can be used       
                 as gap fillers for missing sources of spoken WY 
                   – emulative imitation displays the potential of the matrix-language 
                      and gives insight into the language's ability to change (cf. Haider 2007)

   
                                               

    

         

       
        

  

   – the ward-cluster analysis between sources of 
      Christians' fiYi and all of the deviations found
      results in 5 main clusters of sources
      having similar deviations (cf. chart 4)

   – each of the 5 clusters shows
      accumulation over time; this suggests 
      that the sources influenced one another 
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Sources from beyond the Surface
Lea Schäfer, Philipps University of Marburg 

Yiddish
– Yiddish is the Language of the Jews 
   in Central and Eastern Europe
– developed around 1000 AD in Middle High German (MHG) area
– very little is known about its diachrony and its regional varieties
– broad division between Western Yiddish (WY) and Eastern Yiddish (EY)
   based on vowel changes, e.g.: 
         - MHG /ei/, /ou/ > WY /a:/ vs. EY /ey/, /oy/
   or lexical differences, particularly Slavic loanwords
   and structural distinctions, e.g. Modern EY uses
      - symmetric V2 (cf. Santorini 1989)

      - a relative particle instead of 
        relative pronouns (cf. Fleischer 2014)

   or sociolinguistical patterns, especially:   
      - the language death of WY in 19/20th century  
– uses components of Romance languages, 
   MHG, Hebrew, (Slavic in EY)
–  there is almost nothing known 
    about WY

Sources of Western Yiddish from the (long) 19th century 
        results from the DFG-Project

    

– most of the sources are plays and prose with 
  elements of spoken Language (cf. chart 1) 

       – that data presents conceptual orality
           (cf. Koch & Oesterreicher 1985)  

– the majority of the sources
   are    anti-Semitic 
   imitations of Yiddish 

chief: Prof. Jürg Fleischer 
staff: Lea Schäfer, Ricarda Scherschel, Ute Simeon 

– project started in 2011; since then we have 
   located about 300 potential WY sources 

– only 25% can be attributed to 
Jewish authors (cf. chart 2)

 Language as a Sign for Jewishness in German fiction: The Three–Stages–Model

Corpus study on fiYi 

– includes 53 texts of Christian authorship; two sources from every 5–year-interval (time span 1770–1875) 
– expanded by 10 texts of Jewish authorship (time span 1845–1880)
– enhanced by seven texts from the 21st century 
– descriptive and qualitative analysis of the elements that differ from New High German
– compared with data from WY, EY, and German dialects

chart 5 ward-cluster of all deviations for fiYi
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chart 6 IDW of all deviations for fiYi

chart 6a sum of phonological deviations (IDW)

chart 6b sum of morphological deviations (IDW)

chart 6c sum of syntactic deviations (IDW)

chart 1 WY sources 
distributed by authorship
(based on 306 texts)

Setting

Some results

link to the online database
of westernyiddish sources


